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Reordering Phrase-Based Machine Translation over
Chunks

Vinh Van Nguyen, Thai Phuong Nguyen, Akira Shimazu and Minh Le Nguyen
Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology

1-1, Asahidai, Nomi, Ishikawa, 923-1292, JAPAN
{vinhnv, thai, shimazu, nguyenml}@jaist.ac.jp

Abstract—The paper presents a new method for reordering
in phrase based statistical machine translation (PBMT). Our
method is based on previous chunk-level reordering methods for
PBMT. First, we parse the source language sentence to a chunk
tree, according to the method developed by [16]. Second, we apply
a series of transformation rules which are learnt automatically
from the parallel corpus to the chunk tree over chunk level.
Finally, we integrate a global reordering model directly in a
decoder as a graph of phrases, and solve the overlapping phrase
and chunk problem. The experimental results with English-
Vietnamese pairs show that our method outperforms the baseline
PBMT in both accuracy and speed.

I. INTRODUCTION

In machine translation, the reordering problem (global re-
ordering) is one of the major problems, since different lan-
guages have different word order requirements. The statistical
machine translation task can be viewed as consisting of two
subtasks: predicting the collection of words in a translation,
and deciding the order of the predicted words (reordering
problem). Currently, phrase-based statistical machine transla-
tion [6], [12] is the state-of-the-art of SMT and uses widely
distance-based reordering constraints such as IBM constraints
[20], ITG constraints [17], [20] and distortion limit [6]. Ideally,
a model should allow reordering of any distance, because if
we are to translate from Japanese to English, the verb in the
Japanese sentence must be moved from the end of the sentence
to the beginning just after the subject in the English sentence.
With these models, phrase based SMT usually is powerful in
word reordering within short distance, however, long distance
reordering is still problematic.

In order to tackle the long distance reordering problem, in
recent years, huge research efforts have been conducted using
syntactic information. [1] shows significant improvement by
keeping the strengths of phrases, while incorporating syntax
into SMT. Some approaches have been applied at the word-
level [2]. They are particularly useful for language with rich
morphology, for reducing data sparseness. Other kinds of
syntax reordering methods require parser trees , such as the
work in [14], [2], [3]. The parsed tree is more powerful in
capturing the sentence structure. However, it is expensive to
create tree structure, and building a good quality parser is also
a hard task. All the above approaches require much decoding
time, which is expensive.

The approach we are interested in here is to balance between
quality of translation and decoding time. Consequently, we use

an intermediate syntax between POS tag and parse tree: chunks
and phrases, as the basic unit for reordering. An advantage of
chunks is closer phrases in PBMT.

In this paper, we also focus on researching the ordering
problem, and aim to improve both the quality of transla-
tion and computation time for decoding. Our method is a
global reordering model, and based on previous chunk-level
reordering methods for PBMT. First, we parse the source
language sentence to a chunk tree. Second, we apply a series
of transformation rules which learn automatically from the
parallel corpus to the chunk tree over chunks level. Third, we
integrate a global reordering model directly in decoder, as a
graph of phrase and solve the overlapping phrase and chunk
problem. Finally, we find the best translation sentence in this
graph.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
reviews related works. Section 3 briefly introduces PBMT.
Section 4 introduces how to apply transform rules for chunks
and how to deal with overlapping phrases and chunks. Section
5 briefly introduces the steps for generating a reordering graph
of phrases. Section 6 describes and discusses the experimental
results. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 7.

II. RELATED WORK

To solve the reordering problem, [4] used a lexicalized
reordering model as a feature in the log linear model of
PSMT. However, their experiment showed that the lexicalized
reordering model is not strong enough to correctly guide long
distance movements.

[2] presented the reordering model based on clause restruc-
turing. They used this model in the preprocessing step of
PBMT system. The weakness of this approach is that rewriting
the input sentence whether using syntactic rules or heuristics
makes hard decisions that can not be undone by the decoder
because this model just apply to the preprocessing step. Hence,
reordering is better handled during the search algorithm, and
as part of the optimization function.

[18], [19] applied Maximum Entropy (ME) model for phrase
reordering. They used ME for estimating distortion probability.
However, estimation is local, because the next phrase only
depends on the current phrase. So, as a result, their systems
are are not robust to unseen phrases.

Several methods proposed use syntactic information to han-
dle the reordering problem. Methods by [14], [3], [8], include
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tree-to-string translation rules extracted from parallel corpus
with linguistic annotations. However, there are some problems
with linguistically syntax-based models. The first one is the
expense of computational time for decoding, because the
source sentence or target sentence must be parsed to a tree. The
second problem is that tree-to-string rules fail for non-syntactic
phrase pairs (phrase pairs that are not subsumed by any
syntax tree fragments (subtree)) because they require a syntax
tree fragment over the phrase to be parsed. For example:
a phrase pair for English - Japanese: “the teacher is“
and “sensei wa“ is a non-syntactic phrase pair, because
“the teacher is“ and “sensei wa“ are not subsumed
by syntax subtree.

Note that these models have radically different structures
and parameterizations than phrase-based models for PBMT.

[9] proposed a strategy to reorder a source sentence using
rules based on syntactic chunks. This strategy demonstrated
promising results when compared with the state of the art
phrase-based system [6], in particular regarding computational
time. Their strategy only reordered the phrases within each
chunks of sentence, however. In other words, the chunks of a
sentence were not reordered.

III. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE BASELINE

PHRASE-BASED SMT

In this section, we will describe the phrase-based SMT
system which was used for the experiments.

Phrase-based SMT, as described by [6] translates a source
sentence into a target sentence by decomposing the source
sentence into a sequence of source phrases, which can be
any contiguous sequences of words (or tokens treated as
words) in the source sentence. For each source phrase, a
target phrase translation is selected, and the target phrases are
arranged in some order to produce the target sentence. A set
of possible translation candidates created in this way is scored
according to a weighted linear combination of feature values,
and the highest scoring translation candidate is selected as the
translation of the source sentence. Symbolically,

t̂ = argmax
t,a

n∑
i=1

λifj(s, t, a) (1)

where s is the input sentence, t is a possible output sentence,
and a is a phrasal alignment that specifies how t is constructed
from s, and t̂ is the selected output sentence. The weights λi

associated with each feature fi are tuned to maximize the
quality of the translation hypothesis selected by the decoding
procedure that computes the argmax.

The log-linear model is a natural framework to integrate
many features. The baseline system uses the following fea-
tures:

• the probability of each source phrase in the hypothesis
given the corresponding target phrase.

• the probability of each target phrase in the hypothesis
given the corresponding source phrase.

• the lexical score for each target phrase given the corre-
sponding source phrase.

• the lexical score for each source phrase given the corre-
sponding target phrase.

• the target language model probability for the sequence of
target phrase in the hypothesis.

• the word and phrase penalty score, which allow to ensure
that the translation do not get too long or too short.

• the distortion model allows for reordering of the source
sentence.

The probabilities of source phrase given target phrases, and
target phrases given source phrases, are estimated from the
bilingual corpus.

[6] used the following distortion model (reordering model),
which simply penalizes non-monotonic phrase alignment
based on the word distance of successively translated source
phrases with an appropriate value for the parameter α:

d(ai − bi−1) = α|ai−bi−1−1| (2)

IV. REORDERING OVER CHUNKS

A. The approach

We will extend the strategy of [9] to our new model. We
will solve reordering over chunks in PBMT as the global
reordering model. First, we parse the source language sentence
to a chunk tree. Second, we apply the series of transformation
rules which are learnt automatically for the parallel corpus to
the chunk tree over chunk level. Finally, we integrate a global
reordering model directly in the decoder as a graph of phrases,
and find the best translation sentence in this graph. When we
integrate a global reordering model in the decoder to create a
phrase graph, we must solve the overlapping phrase and chunk
problem.

Our approach is similar to [21] except for the following
important differences: first, we parse the source language
sentence to a chunk tree, while they parse the source use
chunking. Second, we use transformation rules with a hierar-
chial structure, so we will reorder over chunks more generally,
while they use the rules without hierarchical structure. Finally,
we solve the overlapping phrase and chunk problem, while
they do not mention this problem.

B. The algorithm for overlapping phrase and chunk problem

In this section, we will describe a heuristic algorithm for
solving a problem of overlapping phrase and chunk and
generating a graph of phrases. We conduct error analysis
of the translation output of the “Over Chunks“ system and
observe that phrases which overlap chunks (those chunks are
reordered) usually omitted in a decoding process. With an
example in Section 4.2, phrase “what characteristics does“ can
be omitted because this phrase overload two chunks: [what
characteristics] and [does] (ordering of those chunks in a
target sentence is [does][what characteristics]). So, we find
the solution to exploit both phrases and chunks in decoding
process. With a simple idea: phrase is so close to chunk, we
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Algorithm 1
Input: set of chunks (Δ = {ckl})

set of phrases (Γ = {pij})
1: Reorder(Δ)
2: for (i = 0 → n − 1)
3: for (pij ∈ Γ)
4: for (ckl ∈ pij)
5: if (k′ /∈ [i, j] or l′ /∈ [i, j]) then
6: Θ = Θ ∪ pij

7: for(pxy ∈ Θ)
8: Reorder(pxy, ckl /∈ pxy)
9: for (pxy ∈ Θ)
10: for (i = y + 1 → n − 1)
11: for (pij ∈ Γ)
12: for (ckl ∈ pij)
13: if (k′ /∈ [i, j] or l′ /∈ [i, j]) then
14: Ω = Ω ∪ pij

15: if (px1y1 ∈ Ω) then
16: Reorder(pxy, px1y1 , ckl /∈ pxy and ckl /∈ px1y1 )

Fig. 1. Algorithm for solving the overlapping chunks and phrases and
generating a graph of phrases

reorder the phrases based on chunks approximately (chunk is
”head” of phrase).

The algorithm of solving a problem of overlapping phrase
and chunk first implements the reordering over all chunks, and
then reorders k phrases separately based on the reordering of
chunks (the algorithm is described with k = 2 because the
algorithm takes an expensive time with k > 2), and generates
all possible paths in a graph of phrases. The efficiency of
this algorithm is showed in the Section 6.3. The algorithm is
presented in Figure 1 as a Algorithm 1.
Input: A set of chunks (Δ), and a set of phrases for a input
sentence (Γ).

We assume that the input sentence is represented as
w0 . . . wn where wi is the i-th word in the input sentence.
We denote pij is phrase with a start position i and an end
position j in a input sentence; length(pij) is size of phrase
pij (a number of words in phrase pij); ckl is the chunk with
a start position k and an end position l; c′k′l′ is a reordered
chunk of a chunk ckl in a reordered sentence.

Line 1 in algorithm 1, we implement a reordering over all
chunks according to transformation rules to generate a possible
reordered sentence. From line 2 to line 6, from left to right,
we find all phrases pij (0 ≤ i < j ≤ n) in an input sentence
which satisfy: at least a chunk clk which a chunk c′l′k′ does
not belong to [l, k] in a reordered sentence. We consider a
reordered position of clk as the reordered position of the phrase
pij in a reordered sentence. We store those found phrases in
a set Θ. Line 7 and line 8, we implement a reordering each
phrase pxy of a set Θ and remaining chunks (the chunks do
not belong to pxy) to generate a possible reordered sentence.

From line 9 to line 14 in algorithm 1, with each phrase
pxy belong to a set Θ, from left to right, we find all phrases
pij (y < i < j ≤ n in an input sentence which satisfies: at
least a chunk clk which a chunk c′l′k′ does not belong to [i, j]
in a reordered sentence. We consider a reordered position of

clk as the reordered position of the phrase pij in a reordered
sentence. Line 15 and line 16, we implement a reordering each
phrase pxy of a set Θ and each phrase px1y1 and remaining
chunks (the chunks do not belong to pxy) to generate a possible
reordered sentence.
For example:
Input sentence: what characteristics does the smart student
have ?
Chunks and tags: [what characteristics WHNP][does
AUX][the smart student NP][have VP] [? .]
Positions of chunks: 0 1 2 3 4
Syntax tree: (SBARQ (WHNP (WP what NN characteristics))
(SQ (AUX does) (NP (DT the JJ smart NN student)) (VP (VB
have))) (. ?))
(1) Position of the reordering over chunks: 23104 (using
two transformation rules of English-Vietnamese: (SBARQ →
WHNP SQ ?, 1 0 2) and (SQ → AUX NP VP, 1 2 0))

If we do not consider the phrases of an input sentence that
overlap the chunks, we implement the reordering over chunks
from an input sentence to a reordered sentence as Figure 2.
So, two phrases can be omitted in decoding process: “what
characteristics does” and “does the”.

[the smart student NP] [have VP] [does AUX][what char-
acteristics WHNP] [? .] (according to (1))

Words and Phrases: “what”, “characteristics”, “does”,
“the”, “smart”, “student”, “have”, “?”, “what characteristics
does”, “does the”, “smart student”, “student have”.

Therefore, we need solve the overlapping phrase and chunk
problem. The algorithm for overlapping phrases and chunks
is demonstrated in Figure 2. We denote a black line as a
chunk and a dotted black line such as a phrase. We begin with
phrase “what characteristics does” because this phrase includes
two chunks: [what characteristics WHNP][does AUX], where
chunk [what characteristics WHNP] satisfies a reordered po-
sition do not belong to an interval [0, 2] in the reordered
sentence. Consequently, we consider the reordering of chunk
[what characteristics WP] as the reordering of the phrase
“what characteristics does”. We implement a reordering from
a phrase “what characteristics does” and chunks [the smart
student NP], [have VP], and [?]. We have a possible reordered
sentence showed in Figure 2: [the smart student] [have] “what
characteristics does” [?]. We implement similarly a reordering
of a phrase “does the” and “student have”.

The Figure 4 shows a part of a graph of phrases after
reordering with the above example.

V. REORDERING GRAPH GENERATION

A. Parsing the Source Sentence

First, a POS tagger is usually used for chunk parsing. In our
experiments, we used the tagger tool which is based on CRFs
[7] then we used chunkparser-1.0 [16] to parse an English
sentence to a tree. The main advantage of this method not
only is fast computation time but also the accuracy of that
was about 85% with F1 score.
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TABLE I
CORPORA AND DATA SETS (SENTENCES)

Corpus Sentence pairs Training set Dev set Test set
Conversation 16809 15734 403 672

General 55341 54642 200 499

TABLE II
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF REORDERING SENTENCES IN ENGLISH

SENTENCES

Corpus Sentences Sentences with reordering
Conversation 672 215 (31.99%)

General 499 149 (29.86%)

statistical information in detail about three corpora is shown
in Table 1.

We tested 672 English sentences (test set of Conversation
Corpus English-Vietnamese) and 499 English sentence (test
set of General Corpus English-Vietnamese) for using CFG
transformation rules (level over chunk). The result of statistics
is showed on Table 2. A number of sentences which really
are reordered over chunk level are 215, by 31.99 % and 149,
by 29.86 % with “Conversation” and “General”, respectively.
This result also shows that the problem of the reordering over
chunk level is very important with the language pairs that have
the difference grammar structures, such as English-Vietnamese
language.

C. BLEU score and computational time

We carried out the experiments on a PC with Pentium IV
processor 2GHz, RAM memory 1GB. We ran GIZA++ [11] on
the training corpus in both directions using its default setting,
and applied the refinement rule “diag-and” [6] to obtain a
single many-to-many word alignment for each sentence pair.
For learning language models, we used the SRILM toolkit
[15]. For MT evaluation, we used the BLEU measure [13]
calculated by the NIST script version 11b.

The translation results are presented in Table 3. The baseline
system is a non-monotone translation system, in which the
decoder does reordering on the target language side (we
adapted the beam search decoding algorithm [5]). The BLEU
score of “Over Chunks” and “Over Chunks + Overlapping”
systems (OOC) are 36.12% and 36.73% absolute, which
improved by 0.46% and 1.07% compared with the baseline of
“Conversation”. The BLEU score of “Over Chunks” and “Over
Chunks + Overlapping” systems are 34.69% and 35.22%
absolute, which improved by 0.62% and 1.15% compared
with the baseline of “General”. Table 3 also shows the effect
of a overlapping phrases and chunks. The “Over Chunks +
Overlapping” systems improved by 0.61% and 0.53% com-
pared with “Over Chunks” only systems of “Conversation” and
“General”, respectively. An improvement of “Overlapping” is
well worthwhile. Those values showed that: (1) the improve-
ment is higher with language pairs which are more different in

TABLE IV
TRANSLATION TIME FOR THE ENGLISH-VIETNAMESE “CONVERSATION“

TEST SET

Method Computation time Sec per sen
Baseline 1489 sec 2.2 sec

Over Chunks 597 sec 0.88 sec

word order; (2) PBMT captures reordering quite well if there
is a large amount of training.

After we implemented the reordering phrase over chunks,
we used the method described in [9] to reorder in each
chunk of our system, named “Over Chunks+Overlapping+In
Chunks”. The results are also shown in Table 3 which out-
perform that of OOC by 0.96% and 1.08 % absolute with
“General” and “Conversation”, respectively.

Though the input is a graph, the source reordering is still
faster than the reordering during decoding. We conducted
the experiment with “Conversation” corpus. The results are
showed in Table 4. The baseline system took 2.2 seconds
per sentence and the “Over chunks” took 0.88 seconds per
sentence. In short, the decoding time of our method is faster
than that of baseline, by the approximate factor of 3 with the
“Conversation” corpus.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new method for reorder-
ing in phrase based statistical machine translation (PBMT).
The experimental results with English-Vietnamese pairs show
that our method outperforms the baseline PBMT in both
accuracy and speed.

In future, we will solve the overlapping phrase and chunk
problem generally, and more effectively.
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